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About us
Design House India Pvt. Ltd. is a full-service interior design business in Delhi that specialises in exclusive, affordable, and elegant interior design,
detailing, and space planning. We are one of Delhi's leading interior designers.
The ideals of creativity, originality, deliberation, and excitement guide us. We take pleasure in being one of Delhi's top home and commercial
interior designers. We approach interior design with a daring attitude and approach. We have an insatiable need for new, intriguing, exciting, and
creative things. We take satisfaction in outshining the depths of design by producing elegant, imaginative, and attractive interiors that are tailored
to our clients' speciﬁc requirements.
Our goal is to present each of our clients with a unique and individualized design that exceeds their expectations. We create a unique and stylish
design that not only reﬂects our clients' tastes and preferences, but also adds value to their life. Our design is reﬁned, delicate, and exquisite,
reﬂecting our customers' taste, wants, and personalities.
We collaborate with our clients with zeal to produce an opulent ﬁnal product that they will treasure for a lifetime. We like design that is aesthetically
striking, intellectually sophisticated, and, most importantly, ageless.

Director’s Message
The Covid-19 epidemic and following lockdowns in 2020 and 2021 have altered people's
life in every way — whether it's the thought of going out shopping, meeting new people,
going to the gym, or even going to work. People are now restricted to their houses for
the most of the day, unless it is absolutely necessary, and working from home has
become the standard.
People have begun redesigning and reusing their living quarters in order to make
them worth their time in such a situation. While doing so, buyers have discovered
that space-saving furniture that can be used for two or three purposes or can be
folded and stored in compact shapes is the current trend.
India is no stranger to the concept of space-saving furniture. For a long time, Indian
customers have been accustomed to utilising foldable tables and chairs, stack able
seats, and sofa-beds. Organized players have just lately joined the area and are now
giving unique solutions in the space-saving furniture segment.
Even though the space-saving furniture segment is expected to see a steady increase in
demand over the next few years, followed by a sharp increase after the country and the world
recover from the negative effects of Covid-19, the category faces challenges.

Mr. Vipin Sharma
Director

Design House India faced its own set of obstacles, but the company persevered by innovating to stay viable in the market throughout the epidemic.
In essence, we believe that within this decade, space-saving furniture would become the standard in Indian city residences.

Design House India Pvt. Ltd. Launches Space Saving Furniture Range.
With the debut of its space-saving furniture line, Design House India Pvt. Ltd. seeks to address the need for smaller living areas.
Space saving furniture may be characterised as an ecosystem that allows you to turn a room into whatever you want it to be, whether it's a bedroom,
a living room, or any other space. The customer can personalise it by utilising his or her imagination.
Consumers may have all of the furniture they desire in a 10x10 area without constricting the space and "without sacriﬁcing utility, usability, or
beauty."
Design House India specialises in wall beds with/without sofas, study tables, TV mount provisions, wall mounted tables, ﬂoor beds with/without
storage, folding tables, couch cum beds with/without loungers and much more. All of the items are made by skilled specialists with years of expertise
in metal/wood fabrication and product design.
Design House India aims to eliminate the problem entirely in places like Delhi, where space is always a constraint. Customers can now make use of
even the tiniest of places thanks to their expertly developed items.
In addition, the ﬁrm provides both high-quality luxury items and products that are cost-effective. Design House India is on pace to solidify its market
position as the need for standardised, smart solutions grows.
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2022!
7 Interior Design Trends to Watch in 2022!

In the realm of interior design, things have been tumultuous. From pre-pandemic easy-breezy colour palettes for relaxing, to luxurious décor
and dazzling ﬂourishes for entertaining at home...
Who knows what a new dawn may bring with the unexpected demand for so many of us to work from home, with home ofﬁce space as the focal
point of our desire?
With a community of more than 65 million homeowners and home design lovers, as well as more than 2.7 million renovation and design experts,
home renovation and design platform Design House India provides unique insights into how people are decorating their homes in 2022.
They offer seven essential home design & renovation trends, as well as their furnishing prediction, to assist you in expanding your space…

Enhanced outdoor spaces & features
We've been taking the indoors out for a while now, and introducing shade
structures like awnings is one of the greatest ways to do it from a functional
standpoint." As we approach 2022, we see more individuals making preparations
for this, as outside improvements remain a top priority. Aesthetically pleasant
shade structures, such as awnings, not only give comfortable sun protection, but
also assist to connect and beautify an outdoor space.

Texture all around
The major trend we see for 2022 is texture." Say goodbye to
drywall with a ﬂat ﬁnish and welcome to a surface you'll want to
run your hands over or interact with tactile. With the
introduction of materials and procedures that make
undertaking home improvements and updates more reachable
from a cost and skill standpoint, faux ﬁnishing has erupted into
the market recently. When you utilise applied materials to
imitate installed materials, this is known as faux ﬁnishing.
Making a fake brick wall is a common use of this method, and if
done well, it's difﬁcult to tell the difference. To replicate the
effect of Venetian plaster or to resemble concrete or marble,
homeowners frequently use a fake ﬁnish.

The Home Ofﬁce trend isn't going
anywhere
This is the future of work, whether it's at home, at the ofﬁce, or
on the road. Home ofﬁces are here to stay, and they're just as
crucial as the real ofﬁce space you use. It's the one extra space
that everyone wants, and they want it styled to represent their
unique ideals. Customizable furniture has proven quite
beneﬁcial in this context.

Redeﬁning Workplaces
Workers are returning to their customary workplaces as the
epidemic is brought under control thanks to the global
distribution of vaccinations. Workplaces are shifting to include
more hospitality-based aspects, as well as more home comforts,
in order to maintain employee engagement and happiness. This
is to aid staff in their adjustment as they become accustomed to
the new pandemic environment. Following the outbreak, there
is a broad sense of worry and uncertainty across the world.
Companies are recognising the need to improve and elevate the
working environment in order to assist their workers' well being
and mental health.

Spaces that are adaptable
The ﬁgures show that in the previous year, the majority of
employees worked from home. With more remote employees
returning to the ofﬁce, it's clear that the ofﬁce will soon become
a centre. It will serve as a support for this new home ofﬁce
reality, as well as a location for all of these remote and nonremote workers to return to at various times during the day. A
pleasant and adaptable work environment that moves away
from previous strict arrangements. Getting this balance right
will need creative design planning and strategy.

Biophilic Design is the rage these days.
The desire for a soothing, therapeutic, and relaxing setting is a current design trend. To
satisfy our fundamental urge for connection with nature, biophilic design combines natural
components with design aspects such as natural light and plants.

Trends in Color
Blood stone Reds: This season, you'll see a lot of deep reds. With the addition of blood stone
to the mix, this stunning colour will become even more vivid. It's expected to be a long-term
trend, and there should be plenty of it because it'll be here for a long time.

Budget-Friendly

Solutions

8 Budget-Friendly Interior Design Ideas for Stunning Style!
A tastefully arranged home will appeal to everyone. However, money is a ﬁnite resource, and it's tempting to believe you don't have enough to make
your home sparkle. That is not the case, and we are here to prove it to you! We compiled a list of 8 budget-friendly interior design ideas that can help
you achieve a gorgeous look without breaking the bank. Continue reading to learn how to design for less!

Get Rid of Everything That Isn't Necessary
Let's face it: clutter is never appealing, and it certainly doesn't help your house. To get a great
design in your house, start by getting rid of everything you don't need. Having less stuff will make
it easier to keep everything properly in your available area, in addition to clearing your home and
thoughts. This may be a signiﬁcant effort, especially if you haven't done a serious cleanse in a long
time, and it might feel overwhelming. But don't get disheartened; start with one little drawer and
work your way around the house one room at a time. When you ﬁrst start, you'll feel free, and
you'll be eager to continue!

Get Crafty
Many times, you may believe you no longer enjoy an item, but a DIY afternoon might be all it
takes to give it a whole new appearance and make you fall in love with it all over again. Without
even considering the sense of accomplishment that comes from completing the task oneself!
Crafted objects are also wonderful conversation starters and will allow you to stamp your
personality and taste on your house.

Hire Affordable Interior Design Services (Design
House India Private Limited)
Interior design is now more accessible and economical than it has ever been. Instead of
hourly services, several low-cost interior design companies now offer ﬂat-rate packages.
Before committing to a design or furniture and décor purchases, clients may completely
envisage their new interiors using 3D realistic representations.

Think Outside The Box
Practical challenges are frequently solved via creativity. When it comes to home décor, it helps you to see things in a
different way. If you allow your imagination go wild, you'll discover that you don't have to limit yourself to using a
product for its intended purpose. Here are a few ideas to go beyond the box when it comes to house decor. Do you need a
new brass towel bar but can't seem to ﬁnd one? A drawer pull is considerably simpler to come by and will sufﬁce. Do you
need some new ﬂower vases? Mason jars might come in handy in a need. Do you need more storage but your bathroom is
too tiny to accommodate it? Why not just lean a ladder against a wall?

First, decide on your style and colour scheme
The sensation of coherence throughout the rooms is the most important aspect
of a beautiful house. It demonstrates that you've given some thought to the
overall décor of the area, and it's a certain method to get a high-end look. So,
before you move any farther, decide on a course of action. Examine many interior
design styles and select the one (or a combination of them) that you prefer. Make
a new Pinterest board and start collecting images of rooms and things you like.
Then choose a colour palette that you will enjoy and won't get tired of. To put it
another way, you must pick how you want your property to seem. This may seem
self-evident, but thinking it through and collecting examples will provide you
with a visual reference and aid in your decision-making.

Interior Design Updates That Are Simple
and Inexpensive
As the proverb goes, "little things make a big difference”. This is absolutely
correct, and it is also one of the greatest home design suggestions! Changing
the knobs on your kitchen cabinets, for example, may transform the entire area
from ordinary to "wow!" Changing the knobs on your doors to something that
matches your style is another little alteration that will improve the appearance
of your house. These may seem insigniﬁcant at ﬁrst, but we guarantee that if
you adopt just one or two of them, your home will immediately improve!

Opt Pattern and texture
The use of patterns and textures in your low-cost home design arsenal is essential.
For starters, they provide depth to a surface, so they'll help you update your
existing furnishings (think of the difference it makes to put new cushions on a
sofa). But that's not all they're capable of. Patterns and textures have the ability to
create a mood in a room.

Lighting is very Important
Poor lighting may destroy even the most beautiful home... Don't make it your home! It
makes no difference whether the interior design is high-end or low-cost. When it
comes to lighting, the best advice is to layer. This will allow you to utilise the area in a
variety of ways.
So there you have it: 8 easy and cost-effective interior design ideas to help you
construct the home of your dreams on a shoestring budget!

How Can You Save Money By Hiring An Interior Designer?
There is no greater investment than hiring a professional interior designer if you want a house created to respond to
every minute part of what makes you comfortable, what you ﬁnd attractive, and what allows you and your family
members to perform at full potential. Why?
Because experienced interior designers have a natural born capacity to perceive in 3D, in their mind's eye, in size and
proportion, which very few other people have.
If you hire the right interior designer for your personality and are honest with them about your budget from the start, and
give them free reign to create based on your functional needs and all the details you've discussed and agreed to ahead of
time, and if you respect their ability to carry that forward and don't micromanage them, you'll end up with a home that will
be remembered forever, by you, your family, and your friends.
Interior designers are experts in every aspect of the business of design, as well as project management, and this body of
knowledge is hard to acquire without years of experience.
Having access to a professional interior designer's project management and resource understanding skills saves you
money and ensures that your investment delivers a house that operates and thrills you and your family in every way
imaginable in the shortest period of time feasible.
So, whether you've tried it yourself and failed, or you're trying to *save money* by doing it yourself, there's no substitute
for hiring a professional interior designer and sharing your vision with them, then empowering them to make it sparkle
brighter than you could ever imagine through the lens of their knowledge, experience, and artistic eye.

Residential Interior - Testimonials
I would like to thank the entire team of Design House for doing a great job on the designing and installation of my kitchen. The quality of product is
excellent and their service, both pre and post sale, is extremely efﬁcient and professional. My kitchen has proudly become a place to ﬂaunt, to hang
around and bond.

Mr. Vikas Gupta
(Modular Kitchen)

Renovation of kitchen is highly difﬁcult but Design House and their team help make good attractive and fantastic work in my kitchen. I am Very
Pleased and happy with the wonderful work done Design House in transforming my kitchen into a beautiful piece of art. The team was very
accommodative and full of ideas. Their work was very professional and hassle free. Now I have a very comfortable and neat kitchen which I am proud
of.

Mr. Simant Sehgal
(Modular Kitchen)

The entire Design House team was truly amazing to work with. They fully captured our vision and need for functionality and gave us our dream
home! They also made the process fun and exciting along the way and we trusted them completely. They truly are the best and would recommend
them 100%!

Mr. Himanshu Kholi
(Home Interior)

I’ve worked with Design House for over 3 projects now and it’s just EASY and done better than anything I could attempt to do on my own. Now when
I buy properties, I don’t hesitate or panic when I know they need to be completely renovated.

Mr. Aadesh Singh
(Home Interior)

Working with Design House India, is working with glamour, responsibility, and commitment. They will work with your needs and help you going
through the transition of renovating your home. Great company to work with, dedicated and passionate team.

Mr. Ankit Rajput

(Home Interior)
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